
THE RIVER WAY:
HIGH-PERFORMING
LEADERSHIP TEAMS

Team mostly
aligned.
Conversations
among members
are productive
and produce
good decisions.
 
Team roles
unambiguous.
Some mutual
accountability.
The greater good
of the whole
organization
comes first.
Leadership talent
is discussed at
least once a year.

4 RULES OF A LEADERSHIP TEAM

Team procedures
in place. Roles of
team members
clear. Some
productive
dialogue. Content
can be good;
strategy,
resource
allocation and
monitoring in
progress.
Destructive team
members
removed.

Team aligned.
Mutual
accountability.
Conversations
allow for
constructive
debate, but
disagreements
stay in the room.
All decisions
supported
publicly as if they
were the first
choice of
everyone.

The River Strength Meter: Leadership Teams

WHAT CAN GO WRONG

Passive
Aggression
Team members
play nice when
together, but
strongly oppose
each other when
apart.

High Drama Herding Cats Fit for Purpose
Poised for
Greatness

Championship
Caliber

Open conflict
among team
members.
 
Decision-making
is slow and
ambiguous.

Still a group of
individuals, not a
fully-functioning
team. Some
procedures work;
such as agenda
management.

WEAK MODERATE STRONG

SET
DIRECTION

ALLOCATE
RESOURCES

MONITOR
PROGRESS &
OVERCOME

ROADBLOCKS

NURTURE
LEADERSHIP

TALENT

DESIGN RULES EXECUTION RULES

Competition. For top job
and/or resources.

Ambiguity. No clear
"reason to be."

Relationships. Expected
to "just get along." No
team bonding.

Bloat. Too many
members. Erodes quality 
 of conversations.

Create a Purpose. What is this
team setting out to do?

Size. Seven plus or minus 2.

Membership. Depends on the
context.

Roles. Wear your enterprise leader
hat; not your department one.

Remove Bad Actors. Remove these
members early on.

Rules of the Road. Structure,
discipline, dialogue.

STOP

Quality. Focus on the quality of
team conversations.

Frame It. Clarify the purpose of
meetings and team strategy.

Coach the Team. Provide
guidance and clarity.

Provide feedback. What
behaviors are most effective?

Wrap Up. What will be
communicated out of the meeting?
Next Steps?


